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Abstract.
In order to avoid violent stream-wise and transverse oscillation in isolator, a fluidic control
method was proposed. This method combines the boundary suction and the slot injection
method together. For the sake of checking out the control effect of the concept, two contrast
wind-tunnel experiments were completed in M0=4.92 hypersonic wind tunnel. According to
the experiment results, as the shock train moving upstream, the mass flow rate of secondary
flow increased and the slip line moving towards to the bottom wall, meanwhile a series of
weak shocks generated by injection got stronger that increased the pressure upstream the
shock train. The shock train interacted with upstream background shockwaves, and the travelling processes can be divided into 4 stages which were much sim-pler than that of uncontrolled flow. Although there was one unstable stage, the shock train behaved in a much milder manner with an oscillation frequency of 641Hz and the maximum oscillation power decayed to 20% of that of uncontrolled flow, and the maximum sustainable back pressure almost equal to that of uncontrolled flow.
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1. Introduction
Shock train is a special flow phenomenon which results from shock/boundary layer interaction that is frequently encountered in many fluid devices such as hypersonic inlet/isolator,
supersonic wind tunnel diffusers0 etc. The flow structure in shock train region is very complicated, and the air in the region would experience the circulative process of compression>expansion->re-compression. However, the shock train is unavoidable in hypersonic inlet/isolator due to the following reasons. Firstly, shock train is a crucial factor that determines
whether the engine can operate in stable-state 0, once the combustor is over fueled, the shock
train may be disgorged out of isolator, which results in the inlet unstart. Secondly, the performance of inlet/isolator is also determined by the strength of shock train and its relative position in isolator 0. Finally, shock train serves as a pre-combustion shock when the dual mode
scramjet works in the ramjet mode 0. In order to take the advantages of shock train to reach a
maximum pressure rise with less total pressure loss and suppress the flow oscillation, several
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control methods have been developed, which can mainly divided into passive control and active control.
For passive control method, the main characteristic is the control variable can’t change
with the flow state, mainly included: vortex generator 0, the mechanism of this technique is
using vortex generator to energize the near wall low-energy flow , another passive control
method is passive porous cavity 0, with a porous plate to separate the cavity flow from the
core flow, which generate a series of weak shock waves to increase upstream pressure of
shock train, can also improve the resistance ability to high back pressure. While the active
method is more flexible, the control effect alters as the flow states changing, mainly include
boundary layer suction0-0, which can stabilize the primary foot of shock train and increase the
back pressure to almost normal shock pressure rise with the expense of mass lost about 24%
mass flow rate of mainstream. In contrast, slot injection method injects a mass of high-energy
secondary flow into the core flow, which can improve the normal momentum of the core flow,
and suppress the self-excited oscillation phenomena 0 etc. So to improve the boundary layer
kinetic is the key factor for shock train control method. However, the previous research mainly focus on the characteristics of shock train on direct-connect facilities0-0, and relatively less
work have been done on isolator with the influence of inlet background waves 0-0.More less
work on the shock train control method under the integrated inlet/isolator condition can be
seen. According to our previous research, shock train oscillates substantially in hypersonic
inlet/isolator0, which may lead to flameout. So an effective control method to restrain shock
train oscillation in integrated inlet-isolator model is quite necessary.
The motivation for the work presented in this paper is derived from the idea to combine
the boundary layer suction under shock train with the slot injection method together to integrate the superiority and avoid the disadvantage of these two methods. In this paper, a selfcirculate fluidic control method in hypersonic inlet/isolator model is proposed. And several
wind-tunnel experiments with and without this control method have been conducted to examine the control effect according to the high frequency pressure sensor signals and high speed
Schlieren pictures.
2.Description of the Fluidic Control Method Concept
Fig 1-Fig 2 show the shock train zone in the isolator, it can be seen from Fig 3 that the
pressure in shock train zone is significantly higher than that of upstream flow. To utilize the
differential pressure, a secondary flowpath was designed from shock train zone to upstream.
The control method is schematically shown in Fig 4. A fraction of secondary flow driven by
the differential pressure is introduced to the upstream primary flowpath smoothly through a
multi-slot plate and the chamber. A valve is used in the chamber to keep the mass flow rate of
secondary flow at an appropriate value. For the forepart, the secondary flow act as slotinjection due to the displacement effect and normal momentum injection which generates a
series of weak shock waves that increase the upstream pressure and impulse of shock train.
For the rear part, especially in the shock train zone, the low-energy flow under shock train is
removed continually like boundary layer suction which set barriers to the shock train can stabilize the primary shock foot.
Compared to the traditional active control method, the distinctive characteristics of this
fluidic control method is zero mass lost and no additional external fluid sources, and the secondary flow is circulative using with the amount about 1% capture mass flow rate of the inlet.
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The controlled object of this control method is quite simple, just need to control the opening
of the valve that settled in the pressure stabilizing cavity. Moreover, there is no additional
block in the inlet which has no effect on the inlet starting characteristics compared to the passive control method.

Fig 2. M0=4.92, with shock train in the isolator
(AR=0.80)

Fig 1. M0=4.92, unthroattled Flow (AR=1.125)
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Fig 3. Pressure distribution characteristic in shock train zone
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Fig 4. The Concept of Fluidic Control Method of Shock Train in Hypersonic Inlet/Isolator

3.Experimental facilities and Test Model
In order to verify the control concept, several experiments with incoming Mach number
4.92 had been conducted at Φ500mm hypersonic wind tunnel (NHW) in Nanjing University
of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The NHW is a blow-down type wind tunnel with an electric
metal storage heater installed upstream the pressure chamber. The facility can work at nominal Mach number range from 4.0-8.0 and flight conditions from 27to 59km with usable time
over 7s.For current experiments, the Mach number 5.0 nozzle was used, and the freestream
condition was listed below.
Table 1. The Freestream condition for the experiments
Nominal mach number
5.0
Actual Mach Number
4.92
Freestream static pressure(Pa)
1928.22
Freestream Static Temperature(K)
89.99

Total Temperature(K)
525.67
The test model is a typical two-dimensional hypersonic inlet/isolator, which is shown in
Fig 5. The ramp angle of the inlet is 20 degree to the freestream flow direction and the corresponding deflection angles of the two cowl shocks are 11 degree and 9 degree respectively. In
order to make a comparison between the uncontrolled flow with the controlled flow, the control units were designed replaceable. Fig 6 shows the main parameters of the model, Where
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Hiso represents the height of throat (Hiso=16mm). For the model with controlled units, twelve
slots were used with 6 injection slots and 6 suction slots; the width Ws of all the slots is 1mm.
The injection slots are perpendicular to the core flow, while the included angle between the
injection slots and the core flow is 27deg.In the current model, the mach number of the entrance Min=2.98 corresponding to the incoming mach number of 4.92.
In order to give a better view of the internal flow-field, two pieces of transparent quartz
glass were set at both side of the isolator. A Toepler z-type Schlieren system is used, all
Schlieren images shown are recorded by a MotionExtra LG-100K high speed camera from
RedLake, Inc. The sampling rate of the Schlieren visualization is set at 1000 frames per second. A flow plug driven by a linear electric motor was assembled at the exit of the isolator to
simulate combustion-induced high pressure. In addition, 28 pressure sensors with the sampling frequency 20 KHz were equipped in the top and bottom walls of the isolator so as to
give more details of the highly unsteady flow-field. For the model with controlled units only
15pressure sensors installed on the bottom wall were used. The pressure data were acquired
by National-Instruments DAQ USB-6255 Data Acquisition Card. In order to keep the Schlieren pictures synchronized with the pressure signal, a pulse signal was used to trigger the camera; meanwhile, the pulse signal was gathered by the DAQ system.

a.Basic Model(Uncontrolled)
b. Controlled Model
Fig 5. Test model installed in the hypersonic wind tunnel

Fig 6. Sketch of the hypersonic inlet/isolator

4.Results and Discussion
4.1 Unthrottled Flow Field
The plug were set at the most downstream position initially which doesn’t form effective
block, the inlet/isolator were at unthroattled state. Fig 7 shows the unthroattled flow structure
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of the uncontrolled flow and the controlled flow. For the uncontrolled flow, the two cowl
shocks induce the boundary layer to separate, a large-scale separation bubble can be seen
from the Schlieren picture. Due to the separation, some additional shocks were formed, mainly including the separation-induced shock and the reattachment shock, moreover, the original
cowl shock reflection process was damaged by the separation, the reattachment shock reflected in the isolator about 4 times which constituted the primary shocks of the isolator. The controlled flow structure upstream the injection slots were same to the uncontrolled flow. Although there’s no shock train in the isolator at unthroattled state, a slip line can be seen from
the Schlieren picture, which means that a fraction of secondary flow were introduced to the
core flow mainly due to the fact that the downstream pressure is also higher than upstream
with a quite small driven pressure. The slip line separated the relative low-energy secondary
flow from the core flow, was about 0.15Hiso to the top surface of the isolator. Meanwhile,
several weak shocks were generated near the slots; these shocks interacted with the reattachment shock and reflected in the isolator together. The reflection process of the reattachment
shock was quite different from the uncontrolled flow, it reflected on the bottom wall as well
as the slip line and become very weak so that it almost couldn’t be seen from the Schlieren
figure at the rear part of the isolator.

Fig 7. Unthroattled flow structure comparison

For the reason that there are no pressure sensors on the cowl side of the controlled model,
just the static pressure on the ramp surface was measured. Fig 8 gives the pressure distribution normalized by the incoming static pressure p0; it’s obvious that the pressure distribution
before measure point R10 was almost the same (the measure point R10 was marked in Fig 7).
A series of shocks were behind of R09 resulting a pressure arising of R10 compared to the
uncontrolled flow. For the uncontrolled flow, there’s only reattachment shock and expansion
wave reflected, the pressure distribution showed a wavelike shape, the wave trough was the
place where the reflection points lied like point R10, the pressure rising from R10 to R11
were resulting from the reflection shocks, and during the point R11 to R15 were the expansion area. For the controlled flow, there were two reflection points (R10, R13) which represented the reflection point of the weak shocks and the reattachment shock respectively and
the pressure rising by the reflection shocks was quite smaller that meant the shocks became
weaker compared to the uncontrolled flow.
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Fig 8. Pressure distribution on the ramp between the Controlled and the uncontrolled flow
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4.2 Stage1, the shock train crossed over the suction slots
Fig 9 displays the shock train crossing over the six suction slots process. At t=5094ms,
shock train began to appear in the visual field and the top branch of the shock train reached
the 6th suction slots. As the plug moving upstream, shock train continued to moving upstream
and reached the remaining suction slots at 5438ms, 5660ms, 5900ms, 6141ms and 6394ms
respectively. During stage 1, the core flow continuously deflected to the top wall until
t=6394ms, then the core flow switched to deflection to the bottom wall. Compared to the uncontrolled flow field, the shock train was so obscure, it hardly to distinguish the shock train
from the weak shocks. And the shock train kept at a more downstream position with same
AR, comparing to the uncontrolled flow. For AR=0.801, the leading edge of the shock train
arrived at the middle of R13 and R14, while the leading edge of shock train reached the middle of R12 and R13 for uncontrolled flow. Meanwhile, From Fig 10, it can be seen that the
pressure in the shock train zone increased leading to a rising of the secondary mass flow rate.
The distance of the slip line to the top surface of the isolator increased from about 0.15H iso to
0.26Hiso resulting the upstream flow reconstruction. It can be seen from Fig 10 that the pressure of upstream measurement points R08-R11 were changed as the shock train moving,
which shows a difference from the uncontrolled flow. What’s more, Fig 11 gives the pressure-time histories of R08-R10. For R08, the pressure rising significantly during t=5094ms to
t=5438ms, the pressure of R09 mainly increasing at t=5094ms, while the pressure of R10 increasing all the time during Stage 1. These measure points were all under the influence of the
injection weak shocks, the difference was that each measure point was influenced by different
weak shocks according to their positions. The difference between R08-R10 meant that the
weak shocks generated near the different injection slots changed different, the more downstream the slots located the more significant influence on the shocks. On the other hand, as
the shock train reaching one slot, the weak shock generated near the other upstream suction
slots became more and more clear, which meant the weak shocks turned to be stronger, that
was, the remaining suction slots acted as injection slots, the secondary flow ejected to the
core flow not only through the injection slots but also through the upstream suction slots.
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Fig 9. Schlieren pictures during stage 1
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Fig 10. Pressure distribution on the ramp during stage 1
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Fig 11 .Typical pressure measurement points pressure-time histories during stage 1

4.3 Stage 2, secondary mass flow rate increasing significantly
After stage 1, the weak shocks of suction slots were destroyed and the core flow deflected
to the bottom wall, all the suction slots were sunk into large scale separation and low-energy
fluids, and the separation under shock train on the top wall was connected with the injected
secondary flow. As AR decreased from 0.795 to 0.776, the slip line moved down slowly. For
AR=0.795, the distance between slip line and the top wall was about 0.27Hiso, while the distance increased to 0.33Hiso when AR=0.776. When AR decreased to 0.769, the slip line moving down a lot and the separation near the injection slots increase obviously, the weak shocks
generated by the injection slots were also destroyed and the flow in the isolator rebuilt, the
leading edge of shock train moving to the injection slots. The leading shock swept over R08
resulting an enormous pressure rise. During this stage, the core flow deflected to the bottom
wall leading to a wavelike pressure distribution on the ramp. The flow characteristics at this
state were very similar to the stage 5 of uncontrolled flow; the difference was that stage 2 of
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controlled flow lasted a long time about 353ms with a relative large AR, while stage 5 of uncontrolled flow just lasted less than 20ms.

Fig 12. Schlieren pictures during stage 2
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Fig 13. Pressure distribution on the ramp surface during stage 2

4.4 Stage 3, high frequency self-oscillation observed
After the stable state of stage 1, 2, the shock train intersected with the reattachment shock,
very similar to the stage 6 of uncontrolled flow. Fig 14 shows two typical oscillation cycles
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during stage 3. Compared to the uncontrolled flow, the shock train oscillated in a much milder manner. It can be seen from Fig 14 that the core flow kept deflect to the bottom wall, one
can also see that the oscillation didn’t create violent stream-wise and transverse swing, it’s so
hard to distinguish the position changing of the leading shock from Schlieren pictures that the
leading shock of the shock train varying in a tiny distance. at t=6858ms the top branch of the
shock train arrived at the second injection slots, at t=6859ms, the separation bubble under
shock train increased, shock train moved upstream and merged with the weak shock generated by the first injection slot, then the shock train began to moving downstream, an oscillation
cycle were built. According to the pressure signal of R08, the frequency of oscillation was
641Hz and the power spectral density of R08 was 8.28kpa2 , which was about 20% of the uncontrolled flow. To be honest, the frequency of the high speed camera was relative low that
it’s hard to catch the flow changing during this high frequency oscillation. Fortunately, the
sampling frequency of the DAQ system was enough to record the highly unsteady pressure

signal histories during this stage.
Fig 14. Schlieren pictures during stage 3
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Fig 15. Pressure PSD features of typical measuremnet point
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4.5 Stage 4, the shock train interacted with the reattachment shock
After stage 3, the shock train intersected with the reattachment shock, a relative stable
state was achieved again. During this stage, the core flow continuously deflected to the bottom surface, and all the slots were surrounded by the low-energy fluid. It can be seen from
Fig 16 that the low-energy fluid moved towards to the bottom wall as the plug moving upstream and the pressure in the shock train zone increasing continuously (Fig 17), which were
quite similar to stage 7 of uncontrolled flow. The difference between these two stages were
that the ARs of the controlled flow were relative larger than that of the uncontrolled flow, in
other words, the inlet/isolator with the controlled method were more easily to realize this
flow state.

Fig 16. Schlieren pictures during stage4
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Fig 17. Pressure distribution on the ramp surface during stage 4

After the short stable state, the inlet/isolator fell into “little buzz” state at t=7143ms with
an oscillation frequency of 641Hz that was same to the frequency of stage 3, while the frequency was lower than that of the uncontrolled flow, mainly because of the volume of the
isolator was much larger. At t=7250ms, the fluid in the isolator stopped to oscillate and
reached the maximum sustainable back pressure of 76p0 which was a little less than the uncontrolled flow.
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5. Conclusion
Two wind-tunnel experiment models without and with controlling units were designed and
two wind-tunnel experiments have been conducted at M0=4.92 hypersonic wind tunnel. The
detailed characteristics of shock train in isolator were compared. The experiments shown that
the travelling process of shock train without controlled flow could be divided into seven typical stages according to which shock was the shock train interacted with. And four stable stages were found in these seven stages. The shock train switched from one stable stage to another have to experienced one unstable stage. During the unstable stage, violent stream-wise and
transverse oscillation occurred. The more upstream the shock train located the lower of oscillation frequency was got. When the shock train switched from intersecting with the first reflection shock of reattachment shock to the reattachment shock, the oscillation frequency reduced to 72Hz with the maximum oscillation power up to 41Kpa2. For uncontrolled flow, the
maximum sustainable backpressure was 78 times of incoming static pressure.
Due to the differential pressure between upstream and downstream, a fraction of secondary flow sucked out to the chamber and injected to the core flow, a series of weak shocks
were generated by the slots, and a slip line can be seen that separated the secondary flow
from the core flow, the slip line as well as these weak shocks changed the background shocks
upstream the shock train, the travelling process of shock train in controlled isolator became
much simpler, four stages including only one unstable stage were found. As the shock train
moving upstream, the mass flow rate of the secondary flow increased leading to the weak
shocks become stronger that increased upstream pressure as well. During the unstable state,
the leading shock of shock train oscillated in a much milder manner, the position of the leading shock almost not changed, moreover the oscillation frequency increased to 641Hz while
the maximum oscillation power reduced to 20% of that of controlled model. The oscillation
process was effectively suppressed at the expense of not significantly weaken the ability to
bear the back pressure. In conclusion, this fluidic control method is useful to control shock
train in hypersonic inlet/isolator.
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